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CHAPTERR 7. 

THEE NUTRITION EFFICACY SCALE: DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCT 

VALIDATIO NN USING THE DEDUCTIVE DESIGN 

Abstract.Abstract. - An overview of articles, dealing with the validation of self-efficacy scales, 
demonstratedd that the emphasis is placed upon predictive relevance, rather than on 
showingg that the test-score adequately reflects self-efficacy and nothing else. The aim 
off  the present study was to support such a test score interpretation by theoretical 
rationaless and empirical evidence. In order to achieve that aim, the Deductive Design 
wass used to develop and validate a nutritional self-efficacy scale. The evaluation of 
thee rationales and empirical evidence show that the interpretation of the level-score is 
trustworthy.. In contrast, the interpretation of the strength-score is not supported, 
becausee the strength-score seems to arise from response tendencies. The results from 
thiss validation study demonstrate the relevance of addressing the two major validity 
concerns,, construct representation and irrelevant variance, from the outset of test 
development.. As such, this study underlines the potential value of the Deductive 
Designn for construct validation. 

INTRODUCTION N 

Withinn health psychology a multitude of health behavior models are used 

andd often new models or model modifications are put forward (see Conner & 

Norman,, 1996; Glanz, Lewis, & Rimer, 1990; Shumacker et a l, 1990; Spruijt-

Metz,, 1995). Within these models one construct seems particularly popular: 

self-efficacy.. Of course, self-efficacy's popularity is far from limited to the 

healthh domain. Control-related constructs, such as self-efficacy, find their place 

withinn many research domains and many perspectives, e.g. educational 

psychology,, organizational and occupational psychology, mental health 

psychologyy and military psychology, to mention a few. 

Thee widespread use and popularity of this concept seems to indicate that 

consensuss about self-efficacy has been reached. However, it is consensus about 

thee relevance of self-efficacy that has been reached. But given the fact that self-

efficacyy finds its place within many different models, no consensus seems to 

existt about the boundaries and nomological network of self-efficacy. Because 

thee nomological network provides a basis for construct validation, one starts to 
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wonderr about the construct-validity of the various scales measuring self-
efficacy. . 

EvaluationEvaluation of operationalization and validation of self-efficacy scales 

Despitee self-efficacy's popularity, relatively few test-validation studies have 
beenn published (of the 2430 articles that have "self-efficacy" as a descriptor, 107 
alsoo have "test-validity" as a descriptor in PsychLIT). And, more interestingly, 
thee number of different self-efficacy scales mentioned in psychological 
abstractss seems to exceed the number of validation studies. In order to get an 
inklingg of the construct validation of self-efficacy scales, 20 publications were 
examinedd more closely (see Appendix D). 

First,, the publications were examined upon rationales underlying the test 
scoree interpretation, that is the operationalization. The operationalization 
differedd to quite some extent (see Appendix D). In total 21 self-efficacy scales 
weree developed. Although self-efficacy beliefs should be measured in terms of 
judgementss of capability (Bandura, 1997, p. 42), 4 scales (19%) failed to do so 
(Daviss et al., 1994; Galavotti et al., 1995; Glynn & Ruderman, 1986; Young, Tian 
Oei,, & Crook, 1990). In the remaining 17 scales (81%) judgements of confidence 
inn the ability to perform a behavior (14) or confidence in performing the 
behaviorr were obtained (3). In all studies, only one self-efficacy score was 
obtained,, instead of two scores, that is one score for the level of self-efficacy 
andd one for strength of self-efficacy. 

Furthermore,, Bandura (1997, p. 42) states that self-efficacy beliefs should be 
measuredd under different levels of task demands within a given domain, and 
underr different situational circumstances. Of the 17 scales measuring self-
efficacyy as defined, 11 scales (52%) met that demand. In 7 scales the difficulty 
orr attractiveness of the items was varied by mentioning impeding situations 
andd in 4 scales by mentioning levels of performance. 

Next,, the publications were scrutinized for empirical evidence dealing with 
thee two major concerns of construct validity (Messick, 1995): construct 
representationn and absence of irrelevant variance (see Appendix E). Construct 
representationn refers to the evidence that the test-score reflects the whole of the 
constructt as defined. Absence of irrelevant variance refers to evidence that the 
test-scoree does not contain excess reliable variance associated with other 
distinctt constructs or method variance such as response sets or guessing 
propensitiess (Messick, 1995, p. 742). 
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Reliabilityy analyses were reported in 16 studies (80%). Evidence concerning 
thee structure of the self-efficacy scales was presented in 11 articles (52%), in the 
formm of exploratory factor analyses (8 studies) or confirmatory factor analyses 
(33 studies). One study also reported the correlation with another self-efficacy 
scalee (Clark, Abrams, Niaura, Eaton, & Rossi, 1991). 

Almostt all studies primarily focus at prediction as a form of validity 
evidencee (95%). Only 1 article (Perkel, 1992) did not mention any evidence 
relatedd to prediction of treatment outcomes or prediction of behavior. The 
influencee of other psychological constructs is assessed also in 14 studies, 12 
(60%)) of which report the association of self-efficacy with those psychological 
constructs.. The included psychological constructs are very diverse, e.g. 
personality,, social support, repression, locus of control, self-esteem and 
perceivedd barriers to mention a few. Only 2 studies (1%) had a clear theoretical 
underpinningg for the included psychological constructs (Galavotti, et al., 1995; 
Sonstroem,, Harlow, & Josephs, 1994). 

Onlyy 1 study tested for gender differences (Glynn & Ruderman, 1986), and 
inn another 7 studies (35%) the association of self-efficacy with demographic 
variabless was assessed. None of the studies incorporated evidence concerning 
irrelevantt variance directly related to the measurement method, such as 
irrelevantt variance caused by social desirability, response tendencies or 
interviewerr effects. 

Thesee lines of evidence demonstrate that in validation the emphasis is 
placedd upon the relevance of self-efficacy beliefs for prediction. To summarize, 
evidencee concerning prediction is presented in 95% of the studies, reliability 
evidencee in 80%, evidence concerning the structure in 55%, and 50% of the 
studiess report the association with other constructs. But only 5 articles (25%) 
presentt all four lines of evidence (concerning reliability, structure, association 
withh other constructs, and prediction). Furthermore, in only 3 (15%) of those 5 
articless the item wording was consistent with the definition of self-efficacy 
(Talbot,, Nouwen, Gingras, Gosselin, & Audet, 1997; Sonstroem, Harlow, & 
Josephs,, 1994; Sullivan, LaCroix, Russo, & Katon, 1998). Sonstroem, Harlow, 
andd Josephs (1994) also measured self-efficacy beliefs under different 
situationall  circumstances and they presented a clear theoretical underpinning 
forr the nomological network. But, like all other studies, they did not assess 
bothh the level of self-efficacy and the strength of self-efficacy, nor did they 
investigatee irrelevant variance associated with the measurement method. 
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Concluding,, the concern of irrelevant variance is ignored both in the 
empiricall  validation and in the operationalization. The 20 studies do support 
theirr test score interpretation by theoretical rationales. These rationales, 
however,, only explicitly concern the construct of interest, and not the 
nomologicall  network. Furthermore, the empirical evidence presented 
primarilyy focuses at the relevance for prediction, rather than on demonstrating 
thatt the whole of the construct is reflected in the test-score and that no 
irrelevantt variance is present. 

FocusFocus of the present study 

Thee aim of the present study is to employ a construct validation procedure, 
inn which the emphasis is placed upon demonstrating that the whole of the 
constructt is reflected in the test-score and that no irrelevant variance is present. 
Second,, this demonstration will not only incorporate empirical evidence, but 
wil ll  also incorporate the theoretical rationales underlying the test-score 
interpretation.. In order to realize those two aims a self-efficacy scale for healthy 
eatingg will be developed and validated using the Deductive Design for 
constructt validation. 

TheThe Deductive Design 

Validityy is built into the test from the outset of test-development (Anastasi, 
1986),, therefore, the Deductive Design starts with specifying the rationales 
underlyingg the test score interpretation. Three kinds of rationales underlie the 
test-scoree interpretation, the first of which obviously deals with the theoretical 
ideass about the construct of interest. So, the theoretical notions about the 
constructt of interest have to be formulated first (see Figure 7.1). Next, these 
theoreticall  notions have to be translated into test content. Third, models have to 
bee presented that depict how the test-score is assumed to reflect the construct 
off  interest. These three rationales (formulation, translation and modeling) 
providee a basis for collecting and analyzing empirical data. Because construct 
validityy is an evaluative judgement of the trustworthiness of the test-score 
interpretation,, the last step within the Deductive Design is the evaluation of the 
threee rationales and empirical evidence. 

Thee focus of this whole process from formulation to evaluation is excluding 
twoo global threats to construct validity. In construct validation we seek to 
insuree and demonstrate that the test score reflects all important dimensions or 
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FIGUREE 7.1 OUTLINE OF THE DEDUCTIVE DESIGN AS APPLIED TO THE CONSTRUCT VALIDATIO N OF THE 
NUTRITIONN EFFICACY SCALE 
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facetss of the construct. Furthermore, we should minimalize the occurrence of 
testt score variance that is irrelevant to the construct of interest. Within the 
Deductivee Design the aim is to exclude plausible sources of irrelevant variance, 
thatt can be anticipated or derived from the particular task or measurement 
mode.. Those two issues, construct representation and irrelevant variance, are 
addressedd from the outset of formulating the theoretical notions underlying the 
testt score interpretation. 

RATIONALE S S 

FORMULATION N 

Thee first rationale, underlying the test-score interpretation, consists of the 
theoreticall  ideas concerning the construct of interest. The formulation of those 
theoreticall  ideas should provide an answer to four questions: 

1)) To what group of attributes does the construct refer and how does the 
constructt exert its influence (the explicit construct definition)? 

2)) Which phenomena does the construct effect, in interplay with what 
otherr constructs (the implicit construct definition)? 

3)) Why is the construct defined and for whom, where, and when (the 
purposee and the conditions)? 

4)) What are the skills and abilities, that come into play in response 
generation,, given the selected task? 

PurposePurpose and conditions 

Thee purpose of this study is to develop a self-efficacy scale for healthy 
eatingg behavior. Although many self-efficacy scales exist in this domain, these 
scaless usually focus on one particular behavior, such as overeating. The aim is 
too develop a scale that covers several eating behaviors, which are required to 
achievee healthy nutrition. 

Thee population of interest consists of young adults. The change from 
adolescencee to adulthood is characterized by important role transitions and 
duringg this transitional period often unhealthy eating patterns are adopted, 
whichh are difficult to change later in adulthood. Bandura (1997, p. 184) strongly 
emphasizess the importance of self-efficacy beliefs in this period of life: 
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"Thosee who enter adulthood poorly equipped with skills and plagued by 

naggingg doubts about their capabilities find many aspects of their adult life 

aversive,, full of hardships, and depressing". 

ExplicitExplicit construct definition 

Banduraa (1997) defines self-efficacy as "the beliefs in one's capabilities to 

organizee and execute the courses of action required to produce given 

attainments""  (p. 3). Self-efficacy beliefs can vary on three dimensions: level, 

strengthh and generality. The level of a self-efficacy belief reflects the difficulty 

off  the action a person deems him/herself capable of organizing and executing. 

Strengthh refers to how certain a person is that he/she is capable of executing a 

givenn task. Moreover, people can differ with respect to the range of activities 

onee thinks he/she can execute, which is the generality of self-efficacy (Bandura, 

1992,, p.42-43). Summarizing, 

Self-efficacyy is a person's certainty and the perceived level of difficulty at 
whichh a person thinks, that he/she is capable of organizing and executing a 
rangee of actions required to produce an attainment. 

Thiss definition has to be narrowed down to fit our research question. The 

attainmentt we are focussing on is healthy nutrition. A healthy nutrition 

requiress several eating behaviors, or a particular food-intake. On the basis of 

thee food-intake behaviors, identified by the World Health Organization (1998) 

ass enhancing health, we selected four food-intake behaviors, that also 

frequentlyy occur in health literature: eating fruit and vegetables, eating littl e 

fat,, not overeating and not eating snacks. Obviously these behaviors are not 

difficul tt to perform, but the frequency or regularity with which these behaviors 

aree performed makes them more or less difficult (see Bandura, p. 43). The 

definitionn can thus be narrowed down to: 

Healthyy eating self-efficacy is a person's certainty and the perceived frequency 
att which a person thinks, that he/she is capable of the execution and 
organizationn of eating fruit and vegetables, eating little fat, not overeating and not 
eatingeating snacks, required to produce healthy nutrition. 

ImplicitImplicit construct definition 

Self-efficacyy finds its place in many different theories or theoretical models. 

Inn all models self-efficacy influences behavior directly and in interplay with 

goalss or intentions. In the different theories a host of other constructs are 

postulatedd through which self-efficacy exerts its influence on behavior, such as 
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values,, attributions, motivation, and outcome expectancies. But in the Social 

Cognitivee Theory (Bandura, 1986), the theory about self-efficacy, these other 

constructss are only potential antecedents of self-efficacy. Put differently, these 

constructss have an impact on behavior only through their influence on self-

efficacyy beliefs and not vice versa. In formulating the implicit definition we wil l 

adheree to the Social Cognitive Theory, also because that is the part of the 

nomologicall  network that is equivalent in all theories. Furthermore, the 

implicitt definition is formulated in terms of outcomes and not in terms of 

processes.. This latter choice is prompted by the multitude of processes through 

whichh self-efficacy beliefs are thought to exert influence (see Bandura, 1997). 

Self-efficacyy beliefs are beliefs that shape the goals (or intentions) one sets for 
oneself.. Directly and in interplay with those intentions self-efficacy 
influencess the execution of behaviors (the performance attainments). 

SkillsSkills involved in response generation 

Self-efficacyy wil l be measured by presenting statements to subjects, which 

requiree a typical response. Typical response tasks (Cronbach, 1990) are tasks 

withh which we seek to determine a person's typical performance, i.e., what that 

personn is likely to do, feel, or think in a given situation. Tourangeau (1984, 

1987)) gives a global description of the response process involved. First, 

respondentss have to interpret the statement, which requires verbal skills. Next, 

relevantt information has to be retrieved from memory. In case the statements 

referr to rare behaviors, feelings or thoughts, this phase can cause irrelevant 

variancee associated with individual differences in memory retrieval. Because 

thee focus of the present research is a frequently occurring behavior (eating 

behavior),, we do expect no irrelevant variance caused by such differences in 

memoryy retrieval capacity. 

Third,, on the basis of the retrieved information a judgement has to be 

formed.. In this third phase respondents have to reflect upon the relevant 

information,, which requires self-reflective skills. Consequently, the responses 

mightt be influenced by self-deception in this phase (Metcalf, 1998; Robinson & 

Ryff,, 1999). Finally, the judgement has to be reported using the response scale 

provided.. During this last phase the respondent might be induced to polish his 

orr her response conform the social norms. This last phase can thus give rise to 

impressionn management. 
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Too summarize, verbal skills are required for response generation. 

Furthermore,, self-deception and impression management might influence the 

responses. . 

TRANSLATION N 

Thee second rationale underlying a test score is the way in which the 

formulatedd theoretical ideas are translated into test content. The entire process 

off  translation is directed at translating the construct definition into observable 

variabless in such a way that all potential respondents can give a response as 

intended.. This entails that the attractiveness of items has to reflect the various 

aspectss and levels of the construct as defined. Furthermore, the reflection or 

influencee of the other constructs or concepts associated with the task and 

administrationn method should be minimized or excluded. Therefore the 

translationn involves four steps. 

First,, in order to prevent irrelevant variance due to the skills involved in 

responsee generation, guidelines for item wording are formulated. Second, the 

boundariess of item wording are delineated to prevent that the test-score 

reflectss other constructs from the implicit construct definition. Third, the 

explicitt construct definition is translated into item content and finally, the 

methodd of administration is determined (see Figure 7.1). 

Guidelines Guidelines 

Inn developing statements we seek insurance that the individual differences 

inn verbal skills, self-deception or impression management do not influence the 

variationn in test-scores. Verbal skills are involved in the first two phases of the 

responsee process, the interpretation of the statements and the retrieval of 

relevantt information. To prevent influence of verbal skills, responding to the 

statementss should require a minimal level of verbal skills and the statements 

shouldd require the same level of verbal skills. When the statements do not 

requiree the same level of verbal skills, differences in item attractiveness reflect 

differencess in the difficulty of item wording, rather than differences in self-

efficacy.. Therefore the aim is to develop items that are of equal length and that 

containn only short, easy and well-known words. 

Afterr the interpretation, information is retrieved from memory. Because the 

presentedd statements always contain words that do not refer to the construct of 

interest,, also irrelevant information is retrieved. Not only do we want to limi t 
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thee amount of irrelevant information retrieved, but we want also to limit any 
variationn between items in this amount of irrelevant information. For that 
reason,, the item wording has to be kept as constant as possible, except for 
wordss referring to different aspects of the construct of interest. 

Self-deceptionn and impression management might influence the third and 
fourthh phase of the response process, forming and reporting a judgement. 
Formingg and reporting a judgement requires a reflective process, which is 
usuallyy not an aspect of the construct of interest and which can thus confound 
thee responses. This reflective process will be more influential when more 
informationn is retrieved. Therefore short statements havee to be developed, that 
cann be processed very rapidly and automatically. 

Summarizing,, in order to prevent irrelevant variance the following 
guideliness for translation were formulated: 

1)) The statements should be of equal length. 
2)) The statements should contain only short, easy and well-known words. 
3)) The wording has to be kept as constant as possible except for words 

referringg to different aspects of the construct of interest. 
4)) The statements have to be short. 

BoundariesBoundaries of item wording 

Ass Bandura (p. 45) points out, the item content of self-efficacy scales must 
representt beliefs about personal abilities to produce specified levels of 
performancee and must not include other characteristics. The items should not 
makee any reference to the constructs of the implicit definition, intentions and 
behavior.. The items should, therefore, not be phrased in terms of "I will" . Also 
wordss referring to actually performing the eating behaviors should be avoided. 
Forr example, the statement "I am usually able to eat low-fat foods" should not 
bee used, because it refers to actually performing the behavior in the past at a 
certainn frequency rather than a self-efficacy belief. 

TranslationTranslation into item content and into a response scale 

Accordingg to Bandura (1997), the items should be phrased in terms of " I can 
do".. Bandura proposed two different response formats: the dual-judgement 
formatt and the single-judgment format. In both formats the generality of the 
self-efficacyy belief is revealed by the response patterns. In the single judgement 
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formatt respondents only indicate their certainty. In the dual format judgement 

(seee below) a direct estimate of strength and of level is obtained. 

II  can perform [a given action] at a [given frequency] [Yes/No][Uncertain ... Certain] 

Threee problems are associated with the suggested formats. First of all, the 

singlee judgement format yields no direct estimate of self-efficacy level. 

Consequently,, the dual judgement format is required for validation of the 

relevancyy of the separate dimensions 

Thee second problem is that, in both formats, the assessment does not match 

thee definition exactly. The formats yield an assessment of a person's certainty 

thatt he or she is or isn't capable of executing and organizing the four eating 

behaviorss at a range of frequencies. However, according to the explicit construct 

definitionn the formats should yield an assessment of a person's certainty and the 

perceivedperceived frequency at which a person thinks, that he or she is capable of 

executingg and organizing the four eating behaviors. These problems are 

overcomee when the following format is used: 

II  can perform [a given action] [Never... Always] [Uncertain ... Certain] 

Thee scale was therefore structured according to two facets: a behavior facet 

(44 eating behaviors) and a judgement facet (level and strength). The items 

measuringg the beliefs regarding each behavior should make reference to 

situationall  conditions under which the behaviors have to be performed 

(Bandura,, 1997, p. 39 - 42). In order to keep the wording as constant as possible 

thee following phrasing was used for all items: 

Evenn when [a given condition], I can perform [a given action] 

Thee conditions can be of a personal nature or of a social nature. According 

too Bandura, the personal conditions that can impede performance consist of 

negativee evaluative cognitions, negative affect and a high arousal. 

Furthermore,, the social environment can exert pressure to behave in a 

particularr way (Bandura, 1997). On the basis of conditions mentioned in 

existingg scales 10 different conditions were selected (see Table 7.1). The item 

wordingg and the response labels were formulated in such a way the item scores 

risee with increasing self-efficacy, yielding dominance data. Level is measured 

withh a response scale varying from never (0) to daily (7) and strength is 

measuredd with a response-scale varying from completely uncertain (0) to 

completelyy certain (10). The entire scale (see Table 7.1) consisted of 4 behaviors 

xx 10 conditions = 40 statements, each presented with two response-scales. 
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TABLEE 7.1 ITEMS OF THE NUTRITION EFFICACY SCALE 

Evenn when 

< < 

ff I feel unfit ~\ 
II  feel tense 

II  feel down (or sad) 
II  feel uncertain 

II  am angry (or frustrated) 
II  am nervous 

II  am very busy 
II  think it's boring 

II  think it's unpleasant 
V^^ others do the opposi t ê  

y y 

II  can make sure that I don'tt overeat 
eatt few fats 

eatt fruit and vegetables 
don'tt eat snacks 

Timess a week 
{ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 } --

Certainty y 
JOO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10} 

Administration Administration 

AA written questionnaire is used as measurement method. The items are 

precededd by a short instruction telling the respondents that they wil l be 

presentedd statements. The respondents are instructed to indicate next to each 

statementt how often they are able to perform the behavior under the 

conditionss mentioned and how certain they are they can do so. The instruction 

iss followed by an example of how to fil l in the responses. 

Banduraa (1997, p. 47) proposed to present the items in ascending order of 

difficultyy or in a random order, but the difficulty of the items is not known. The 

jobb of fillin g out the scale might be rather tedious, given that 40 statements 

havee to be judged twice. To limi t the chances of response tendencies as a 

consequencee of fatigue, the ordering should be as easy as possible. Therefore, 

alll  items concerning one behavior are presented on the same page and thus the 

variancee in item wording between subsequent items is minimized. First the ten 

itemss related to overeating are presented, then the 10 items related to eating 

littl ee fat, next those related to eating fruit and vegetables and last the items 

aboutt not eating snacks. Each page starts with restating the instruction and the 

behaviorr in question is printed in bold. For each behavior the ten items are 

presentedd in the same order (see the order of conditions in Table 7.1). 
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MODELS S 

Finally,, the researcher has to specify how the score reflects self-efficacy in a 

measurementt model. Also, a structural model has to be presented in which is 

specifiedd how the test-score is related to the other construct of the implicit 

constructt definition and to the concepts required for generating a response. 

MeasurementMeasurement model 

Banduraa proposes to use the (average) sum-score for the two judgements, 

yieldingg level-score and a strength-score. Self-efficacy level is defined as the 

summ of the frequency-judgements divided by the total number of items. 

Similarly,, self-efficacy strength1 is defined as the sum of the certainty-

judgementss divided by the total number of items. The Social Cognitive Theory 

(Bandura,, 1986) does not specify the exact nature of the relationship between 

self-efficacyy level and self-efficacy strength. We wil l assume that both 

dimensionss are linearly related. 

PathPath model of implicit construct definition 

Bothh the level-score and the strength-score are positively related to 

intentionss and behavior (see Figure 7.2). Intentions are also positively related 

too behavior. We wil l assume all relationships to be linear. 

FIGUREE 7.2 PATH MODEL OF IMPLICIT CONSTRUCT DEFINITION 

11 This is the score Bandura proposed for the single judgement format. For the dual judgement 
formatt Bandura proposed a different strength-score: The sum of the certainty-judgements of 
thee items that had a frequency-judgement equals 1 (was answered with "yes") divided by the 
totall  number of items. This score is, in fact, a combined score of the certainty-judgements and 
thee frequency judgements. This score is only equivalent to the strength-score of the single 
judgementt task (the average sum score), when all items have a frequency response equal 1. 
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AssociationsAssociations with skills 

Whenn the potentially confounding concepts, verbal ability, self-deception 
andd impressions management, influence the test-scores, they are assumed to 
havee a linear relationship with self-efficacy level and self-efficacy strength. The 
hypothesiss is that no linear relationship exists between the confounding 
conceptss and self-efficacy level and self-efficacy strength. 

EVIDENCE E 

METHOD D 

Overview Overview 

Afterr the presentation of the three rationales, empirical evidence has to be 
presented.. The empirical evidence should also cover the two basic issues of 
constructt validity: construct representation and irrelevant variance. 

Thee empirical evidence should support, first, the interpretation that the test 
scoree reflects the whole of the construct as defined explicitly and implicitly. 
Thee explicit construct representation was examined in three ways. The 
associationn with other scores reflecting eating self-efficacy was assessed, 
confirmationn of the implemented structure was sought, and, third, the 
attractivenesss of the level- and strength-scores was examined. The implicit 
constructt definition was examined by testing whether the predicted 
relationshipss with other constructs and phenomena were found. Furthermore, 
thee relevance of the level- and strength-scores for prediction was examined. 

Thee evidence should also support the interpretation that nothing else is 
reflected.. More specifically, evidence is required that no variance is caused by 
eitherr the skills or traits involved in the response process or by the particular 
measurementt method. In two ways concept-related irrelevant variance was 
examined.. Several item-wording characteristics were evaluated to check 
whetherr the formulated guidelines were met. Second, we tested whether no 
associationn occurred between the self-efficacy scores and verbal ability, self-
deceptionn or impression management. As for method-related irrelevant 
variance,, response tendencies might have occurred as the result of the 
administrationn method (see Administration, p. 89). Therefore, the responses 
weree examined upon the occurrence of response tendencies. 
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Measures Measures 

Explicitt construct representation 

Eatingg self-efficacy was measured using the newly developed Nutrition 

EfficacyEfficacy Scale and using three other instruments. Sheeska, Woolcott and 

McKinnonn (1993) developed the first additional instrument for measuring self-

efficacy.. The Healthy Eating self-efficacy scale was developed in order to test a 

neww theoretical model concerning intentions to adopt healthy eating behaviors. 

Thee instrument (a = 0.87) consisted of 23 items with an 11-point rating scale, 

varyingg from not at all confident (0) to extremely confident (10). The items 

referredd to the ability to buy, choose, eat, drink or prepare healthy food 

(respectively,, 3, 5, 9, 3 and 3 items) and referred to two different kinds of 

healthyy food: low-fat (11 items) and high-fiber (11 items and 1 item 

unspecified).. The attractiveness of the items was varied by referring to the 

frequencyy of behavior and/or by referring to a particular situation (for 

examplee under social pressure, at work or eating outdoors). 

Thee second additional instrument was the Weight Efficacy Life-Style 

QuestionnaireQuestionnaire developed by Clark, Abrams, Niaura, Eaton, and Rossi (1991). 

Thee items of this scale agree well with Bandura's ideas, furthermore the explicit 

constructt representation of the scale was well validated. This instrument 

consistedd of 20 items that had to be answered on a 10-point confidence scale. 

Thee items referred to the ability to resist overeating when food was available (4 

items,, a = .76), under social pressure (4 items, a = .90), during positive 

activitiess (4 items, a = .70), when experiencing physical discomfort (4 items, a = 

.82)) and when experiencing negative emotions (4 items, a - .87). 

Thee third instrument was a short version of the Nutrition Efficacy Scale 

consistingg of 8 items. The Short Nutrition Efficacy Scale was identical to the 

Nutritionn Efficacy Scale, except no conditions (impediments to the behaviors) 

aree mentioned in the items. For example, T can make sure that I eat enough 

fruitt and vegetables'. This instrument was administered to test the hypothesis 

thatt the mention of impeding conditions makes the items more difficult or less 

attractive. . 

Implicitt construct representation 

Forr the implicit construct representation eating intentions and eating 

behaviorr were measured. Eating intentions were measured by 4 items referring 

too the 4 different behaviors mentioned in the Nutrition Efficacy Scale. For 

example,, T intend to eat enough fruit and vegetables next week'. Subjects had 
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too indicate how often they intended to perform the behavior on an 8-point scale 

rangingg from never (0) to every day (7). 

EatingEating behavior was also measured by self-report, vising 4 items referring to 

thee same 4 behaviors. For example, 'Past week I ate enough fruit and 

vegetables'.. Subjects had to indicate on an 8-point scale ranging from never (0) 

too every day (7) how often they had performed the behavior past week. 

Method-relatedd irrelevant variance 

Thee finding of an association between two test-scores that represent 

unrelatedd constructs, but that are obtained with almost identical methods, is a 

strongg indication of the occurrence of response tendencies. Therefore, a Control 

ScaleScale was administered. The item wording and response scales were identical 

too the Nutrition Efficacy Scale, except that the items did not refer to eating 

behaviorr but to falling asleep fast. The assessment of eating behavior and 

sleepingg behavior prior to the validation study showed that falling asleep fast 

wass uncorrelated with the four eating behaviors. Similarly response tendencies 

forr the Short Nutrition Efficacy Scale were measured using the Short Control 

Scale. Scale. 

Concept-relatedd irrelevant variance 

Inn order to check whether the formulated guidelines were met, the wording 

characteristicss of the four self-efficacy scales were compared. Four measures 

weree calculated for each item of the self-efficacy scales: Item length, Word 

length,, Unique words, and Unique Word ordering. Item length was the 

numberr of words per item and Word length the average number of letters per 

word.. To check whether the item wording was as constant as possible, for each 

itemm the number of words were calculated, that did not occur in any of the 

otherr items of the same self-efficacy scale (Unique Words). Furthermore, the 

numberr of words that did not occur at the same position from the beginning of 

thee sentence or clause within the other items of the scale was calculated 

(Uniquee word ordering). 

Too test the association of the test-scores with the potentially confounding 

concepts,, four scales were used. Self-deception and impression management were 

measuredd with two scales from the Performance Motivation Questionnaire 

(Vorst,, 2000). Both scales consisted of 6 indicative and 6 contra indicative items. 

'I'mm always very pleasant to people' is an example of an indicative Impression 

Managementt item. An example of an indicative Self-deception item is 'It 
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doesn'tt bother me when people do not trust me'. Subjects had to indicate on a 

5-pointt scale how strongly each statement applied to them. 

Verball  Abilit y was measured using two instruments. Both verbal tests 

consistedd of 40 items and subjects were given 10 minutes to complete each test. 

Thee first instrument was the Verbal Analogy Test (Elshout, 1976). Each item 

consistedd of three words and four response alternatives. The first two words 

describedd a relation. Subjects had to choose the alternative that described the 

samee relation with the third word offered in the item. For example, 

milkk : cow = sweater: a. shoe 
b.. sheep 
c.. knitting 
d.. meat 

Thee second instrument was the Vocabulary Test (Elshout, 1976). Each item 

consistedd of a word and four response alternatives. Subjects had to choose the 

rightt meaning of the word from the response alternatives. For example, 

apocryphall  a. sectarian 
b.. vague 
c.. spurious 
d.. concealed 

SampleSample and procedure 

Firstt year psychology students (167 men, 326 women, and 16 of unknown 

gender)) had to fil l out 78 different questionnaires as a course requirement on 

fivee separate sessions. Al l sessions were exactly a week apart. 

Thee Vocabulary Test, the Short Nutrition Efficacy Scale, the Nutrition 

Efficacyy Scale, the two Control Scales and the Intention Scale were 

administeredd the first session. A week later, during the second session, the 

Behaviorr Scale was administered. During the last session, the Verbal Analogy 

Testt was administered. The Nutrition Efficacy Scale was filled out by 233 

subjectss (72 men, 154 women and 7 of unknown gender, Mage = 20.88, SDage = 

4.56). . 

Analyses Analyses 

Explicitt construct representation 

AA multi-method comparison was performed to test the hypothesis, that the 

Nutritionn Efficacy scores had positive linear associations with other self-

efficacyy measures. The correlations between the scores of the four efficacy 
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scaless were calculated and it was tested whether these correlations were 

significantlyy higher than 0. 

Second,, a confirmatory f actor analysis with USREL 8.30 was performed to test 

thee hypothesis that the structure of the responses corresponds to the theoretical 

facett structure. Two theoretical facets were imbedded in the efficacy scale (see 

Translation// p 86), a behavior facet and a judgement facet. Each behavior was 

measuredd with 10 items that refer to different situations. Strictly speaking, 

thesee situations are another facet, but this facet is not an aspect of self-efficacy. 

Too test the theoretical facet structure, for each of the four behaviors a level- and 

strength-scoree was calculated, the structuple scores. The covariance matrix of 

thee structuple scores was used, because much less responses are required to 

yieldd stable parameter estimates when modeling the 8 structuple-scores than 

whenn modeling the 80 item-scores. Furthermore, the structuple scores wil l not 

havee the strong skewness and kurtosis, which are often present in the item 

responsess to Likert scales. Strong kurtosis and skewness violate the assumption 

off  multivariate normality underlying many of the analysis techniques. 

Thee confirmatory factor model is displayed in Figure 7.3. Six facet elements 

(factors)) were modeled, two judgement facet elements (self-efficacy level and 

self-efficacyy strength) and four behavior facet elements (Overeating, Low fat, 

Fruit,, and Snacks). Each strucruple-score loaded on one of two correlated 

factors,, which represented the facet-elements of the judgement facet (efficacy 

levell  or efficacy strength). The behavior-facet was modeled in the error-matrix: 

Thee two structuples of the same element of the behavior-facet (Overeating, 

Loww fat, Fruit and Snacks) were allowed to have correlated errors (see Figure 

7.3). . 

RestrictedRestricted factor analysis was used (Oort, 1992) to assess whether one of the 

structuple-scoress was more strongly related with the test-scores of the Weight 

Efficacyy Scale and the Healthy Eating Efficacy Scale. Because the Weight 

Efficacyy Scale only measured self-efficacy beliefs regarding overeating, 

expectationss were that the "Overeating" structuple scores were more strongly 

relatedd with Weight Efficacy than the structuple-scores of the other three 

behaviors.. In contrast, the Healthy Eating Efficacy Scale did not measure self-

efficacyy beliefs regarding overeating, therefore we expected that the 

"Overeating"-scoress had a weaker association with Healthy Eating Efficacy 

thann the structuple scores of the other three behaviors. In the first model fitted 

(thee Null model), only the level-factor and strength-factor were correlated with 

thee test-scores of the Weight Efficacy Scale and the Healthy Eating Efficacy 
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Scale.. A structuple-score was more strongly related with the other self-efficacy 

measures,, when the model in which that structuple-score loaded on Weight 

Efficacyy or Healthy Eating Efficacy fitted significantly better than the model 

withoutt that factor loading. An extra factor loading between a structuple and 

thee other self-efficacy measures wil l results in a significant improvement of 

modell  fit, when the modification index exceeds the Adjusted Critical Value, 

ACAC = (x2/(C+ df-I)*C. The Adjusted Critical Value (AC) is a correction of 

thee Critical Value (C) in order to prevent chance capitalization (Oort, 1992). 

Third,, a repeated measures analysis was performed in SPSS to test the 

hypothesiss that the impeding conditions lower the attractiveness of the 

Nutritionn Efficacy Scale. The conditions that impede performance were not 

mentionedd in the Short Nutrition Efficacy Scale, hence the statements of the 

Shortt Nutrition Scale should be more attractive and have a higher mean than 

thee Nutrition Efficacy Scale. Also, we wanted to test whether the self-efficacy 

beliefss regarding the four behaviors differed in attractiveness (or difficulty) . 

Threee within-subjects factors were specified in the repeated measures analysis: 

scalee type (Nutrition Efficacy versus Short Nutrition Efficacy), judgement-facet 

(Strengthh versus Level) and the behavior-facet (Overeating, Low fat. Fruit, and 

Snacks.. The mean of the Nutrition Efficacy Scale was compared with the mean 

off  the Short Nutrition Scale and the mean of Self-efficacy Strength was 

comparee with the mean of Self-efficacy level (simple contrasts). Each mean of 

thee behavior-facet elements was compared with the mean of the previous 

elementss of the behavior-facet (a difference contrast, also known as a reverse 

Helmertt contrast). 

Implicitt construct representation 

Threee aspects were examined: the association of level and strength with 

intentionn and behavior, the predictive relevance of the Nutrition Efficacy-

scoress was compared with the predictive relevance of the other efficacy scores 

andd the predictive relevance of the structuple score was examined. 

AA path analysis (see JÖreskog & Sörbom, 1993) was performed using 

LISREL8WW to test whether self-efficacy level and self-efficacy strength were 

relatedd to intentions and behavior as predicted (see Figure 7.2). A (saturated) 

recursivee regression model was fitted to the covariance structure of the test-

scoress of the Nutrition Efficacy Scale, the Behavior Scale and the Intention 

Scale.. In a recursive regression model the independent variables are causal to 

thee dependent variables, but a dependent variables can also be causal to the 
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otherr dependent variables. The level- and strength-scores were the 

independentt variables and intention and behavior the dependent variables. 

Thee regression coefficients of the independent variables are the y -parameters. 

Thee regression coefficients of the dependent variables (intention) upon other 

dependentt variables (behavior) are the ^-parameters. A regression coefficient, 

whichh is not significant, indicates that the variable is irrelevant for prediction. 

Similarly,, path analyses were performed using the test-scores of the Weight 

Efficacyy Scale and the Healthy Eating Efficacy Scale. 

Too test whether the Nutrition Efficacy Scale had a better predictive 

relevancee than the other three efficacy scales a stepwise regression was 

performed.. In the regression model all efficacy-scores were entered as 

independentt variables and behavior and intention were entered as dependent 

variables.. In the first model all regression coefficients ((5- and y-parameters) 

weree fixed at zero. In each successive model the regression coefficient with the 

highestt modification index was set free to be estimated. 

Too test whether each structuple score had predictive relevance a path 

analysisanalysis was performed using the structuple scores. A recursive regression model 

wass fitted to the covariance structure of the structuple-scores of the Nutrition 

Efficacyy Scale and the item-scores of the Behavior Scale and the Intention Scale. 

Thee structuple-scores were only causally related with the corresponding 

intention-itemm and behavior-item (see Figure 7.7). For example, the Strength-

Overeatingg and Level-Overeating structuples were only causal to overeating-

intentionss and overeating-behavior not to the other three intentions and other 

threee behaviors. Likewise, each intention-item was only causally related to the 

correspondingg behavior and unrelated to the other three behaviors. 

Method-relatedd irrelevant variance 

Too establish whether no response tendencies had occurred, the correlations 

betweenn the test-scores of the Nutrition Efficacy Scale and the test-scores of 

Controll  Scale were calculated and tested for significance. To test whether 

responsee bias occurred at structuple-level restricted factor analysis was used. In 

thee Null Model the structuples do not differ in their functioning towards the 

potentiall  violator (response tendencies). In this Null Model only the level-

factorr and strength-factor were allowed to correlate with the test-scores of the 

Controll  Scale. A structuple differs in its functioning, when allowing the 

structuple-scoree to load on the potential violator results in a significant 
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TABLEE 7.2 EXPECTATIONS AND ANALYSES USED 

Expectations s Analysis s 
Explicitt construct representation 

11 The Nutrition Efficacy scores have positive linear 
associationss with other self-efficacy measures 

22 The structure of the responses corresponds to 
thee theoretical facet structure 

33 The "Overeating" structuples have a weaker 
associationn with Healthy Eating Efficacy and 
aa stronger association with Weight Efficacy 
thann the other structuples 

44 The impeding conditions lower the attractiveness 
off  the Nutrition Efficacy Scale 

Implici tt construct representation 
55 Self-efficacy level and self-efficacy strength are 

linearlyy related to intentions and behavior 
66 The Nutrition Efficacy scores have better 

predictivee relevance than the other efficacy scores 
77 Each structuple score has predictive relevance 

Method-relatedd irrelevant variance 
88 No response tendencies occur 
99 No bias occurs in the structuples 

duee to response tendencies 

Concept-relatedd irrelevant variance 
100 The guidelines for item wording were met 

att test level and at structuple level 

111 No association occurs between the 
Nutritionn Efficacy scores and impression 
management,, self-deception and verbal ability scores 

122 No bias occurs in the structuples due to 
impressionn management, self-deception 
andd verbal ability 

multi-methodd comparison 

confirmatoryy factor analysis 

restrictedd factor analysis 

repeatedd measures analysis 

pathh analysis with test-scores 

stepwisee regression analysis 

pathh analysis of structuple-scores 

bivariatee test of correlations 
restrictedd factor analysis 

testt for homogeneous variances 

testt for equality of means 

bivariatee test of correlations 

restrictedd factor analysis. 

TABLEE 7.3 MUTTI-METHOD COMPARISON 

Nutritionn Level 

Strength h 
Shortt Nutrition Level 

Strength h 
Healthyy Eating 
Weight t 

Nutrition n 
Levell  Strength 
1 1 

0.41" " 
0.60" " 
0.300 " 
0.411 " 
0.577 " 

1 1 

0.25" " 
0.499 " 
0.20» » 
0.34" " 

Shortt Nutrition 
Levell  Strength 

1 1 

0.20* * 
0.522 " 
0.511 " 

1 1 
0.23* * 
0.266 " 

Healtyy Weight 
Eating g 

1 1 
0.50""  1 

Note.Note.  p<.05. **p<m. 
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improvementt of model fit. We tested only for strong bias (1% significance), 
becausee a simulation study of Oort (1996) demonstrated that a 5% significance 
levell  might yield false positives. 

Concept-relatedd irrelevant variance 
Ass for the concept-related irrelevant variance, first the wording 

characteristicss were checked. To assess whether the guidelines (p. 86) were met, 
thee wording characteristics of the self-efficacy scales were compared. The 
equalityequality of the means and the homogeneity of variances of the four wording 
characteristicss were tested in SPSS. Similarly, we tested the differences between 
thee structuples on those four measures. 

Furthermore,, we tested whether the correlations between the test-scores of 
thee efficacy scales and the test-scores of impression management, self-
deceptionn and verbal ability scales were not significant. Restricted factor analysis 
wass used to test for bias at structuple-level. 

Forr convenience, all expectations and analysis techniques are listed in Table 
7.2).. The fit of the various LISREL-models will be evaluated using the Scaled 
Chi-squaree statistics2 (Satorra & Bentler, 1994), the NFI and the NNFL When the 
modell  fits the covariance structure the Scaled Chi-square statistic will be non-
significant.. Values over .90 of the NFI and the NNFI are indicative of a fitting 
model33 (Bentler, 1992). 

RESULTS S 

ExplicitExplicit construct representation 

Thee Nutrition Efficacy Scale had a high internal consistency (a = .96 for 
levell  and a = .97 for strength), like the other efficacy scales (see Appendix F). 
Thee multi-method comparison showed that all self-efficacy scales had 
significantt correlations with one another. The level of Nutrition Self-efficacy 
wass strongly correlated with the scores of the Healthy Eating Efficacy Scale, the 
Weightt Efficacy Scale and level of the Short Nutrition Efficacy Scale. The 
strengthh of Nutrition Self-efficacy, on the other hand, had only mediocre 
correlationss with these scales (see Table 7.3). It is remarkable that the level-

22 The Scaled Chi-square statistic is used, because the data of the Nutrition Efficacy Scale have 
multivariatee skewness (2 = 25.39) and kurtosis (2 = 13.02). 
33 Very recently, Hu and Bentler (1999) proposed more stringent cutoff criteria: NNFI > .95. This 
cutofff  criterion results in low Type I and Type II error rates, even when the assumptions 
regardingg the distribution and independence are violated. 
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FIGUREE 7.3 THE CONFIRMATORY FACTOR MODEL OF THE NUTRITION EFFICACY SCALE 

0.077 ns 
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0.499 Level "Overeating" R 0.72 

0.222 T Level"Low fat" 
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v0.47" " Levell  "Snacks" 

0.533 • Strengthh "Overeating" 

0.066 ns \ 0 .34 -> Strength "Low fat" 

,0.40-- Strengthh "Fruit" 

0.47-- Strengthh "Snacks" 

0.45 5 

Note,Note, ns = non-significant, for all other parameters p < .01 

TABLEE 7.4 FIT OF THE MODELS OF THE STRUCTUPLES SCORES 

Model l NN df Scaled f p NFI NNFI 

11 CFA 

2aa RFA with other efficacy-scores 

2bb With extra factor loadings 

3aa RFA with Response tendencies scores 

3bb Without "Snacks"-strength 

44 RFA with Impression Management, 

Self-deception,, Verbal Abilit y and Vocabulary-scores 

Differencee Test 

Modell  1 and 2a 

Modell  1 and 2b 

Modell  1 and 3a 

Modell  1 and 3b 

Modell  1 and 4 

233 3 

230 0 

230 0 

121 1 

121 1 

215 5 

15 5 

27 7 

23 3 

27 7 

20 0 

39 9 

28.88 8 

76.52 2 

39.84 4 

34.94 4 

20.29 9 

62.58 8 

0.02 2 

0.00 0 

0.02 2 

0.14 4 

0.44 4 

0.01 1 

0.95 5 

0.90 0 

0.95 5 

0.91 1 

0.94 4 

0.92 2 

0.95 5 

0.87 7 

0.94 4 

0.92 2 

0.97 7 

0.94 4 

12 2 

8 8 

12 2 

5 5 

24 4 

47.644 0.00 

10.966 0.20 

6.066 0.91 

8.599 0.13 

33.77 0.09 

Note.Note. CFA= Confirmatory factor model; RFA = Restricted Factor model 
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scores,, instead of the strength-scores, correlate more strongly with Weight 
efficacyy and Healthy Eating efficacy, because both Weight efficacy and the 
Healthh Eating efficacy are strength-scores. 

Eachh set of 10 items measuring the same structuple showed high internal 
consistencyy (.91 < a < .95; see Appendix F). The hypothesized structure of the 
structuple-scoress is confirmed in both the Nutrition Efficacy Scale and the 
Shortt Nutrition Efficacy Scale. The confirmatory factor model fitted on the 
covariancee structure of the 8 structuples, Scaled x2 (15, N = 233) = 28.88, p = 
.02;; NFI = 0.95; NNFI = 0.95. The confirmatory factor model is presented in 
Figuree 7.3. This model fitted equally well on the covariance structure of the 
scoress of the Short Nutrition Efficacy Scale, Scaled y} (15, N =228) = 24.55, p = 
.06;; NFI = 0.92; NNFI = 0.91. 

Next,, the Weight Efficacy and the Healthy Eating Efficacy scores were 
includedd in this measurement model to test whether one of the structuple-
scoress was more strongly related with Weight Efficacy and Healthy Eating 
Efficacy.. The Null model in which Weight Efficacy and Healthy Eating Efficacy 
weree only correlated with the level-factor and the strength-factor did not fit 
(seee Table 7.4, model 2a). Stepwise inclusion of factor loadings, for which the 
modificationn index exceeded the Adjusted Critical Value, yielded a fitting 
modell  (Table 7.4, model 2b). In this model "Overeating"-level and 
"Overeating"-strengthh had a positive factor loading with the Weight Efficacy-
factorr and a negative factor loading with the Healthy Eating Efficacy-factor (see 
Figuree 7.4). Thus, the restricted factor analysis showed that, consistent with 
expectations,, the "Overeating" structuples were more strongly related with 
Weightt Efficacy and weaker with Healthy Eating Efficacy than the structuples 
regardingg the other three behaviors. 

Thee hypothesis regarding the attractiveness of the structuple-scores was 
testedd with a repeated measures analysis. The analysis showed that the means 
off  the Nutrition Scale were not lower than the means of the Short Nutrition 
Scalee (see Table 7.5), because no significant main effect of the scale occurred. 
Butt a significant interaction between behavior and the scale did occur, 
indicatingg that for some behaviors a difference in the mean of the two scales 
(withh and without impeding conditions) occurred. Furthermore, main effects of 
judgementt and behavior occurred and a significant interaction between 
judgementt and behavior. Tests of the within subjects contrasts showed that the 
contrastt between "Snacks" and the other three behaviors was significantly 
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FIGUREE 7.4 RESULTS OF THE RESTRICTED FACTOR MODEL OF THE NUTRITION EFFICACY SCALE AND THE OTHER 
EFFICACYY SCORES 
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Note,, «s = non-significant, for all other parameters p < .01. 
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largerr for the level-strength scores than for the strength-scores, F (1) = 47.51, p 
<<  .01 (see Figure 7.5). Furthermore, this contrast between "Snacks" and the 
otherr three behaviors was larger in the Nutrition Scale than in the Short 
Nutritionn Scale, F (1) = 41.07, p < .01. As can been seen in Figure 7.5, the scale 
hadd only an effect upon the mean of "Snacks". The means of "Overeating", 
"Loww fat" and "Fruit"-structuples were equal in both scales, with and without 
impedingg conditions. Clearly, the hypothesis that the impeding conditions 
wouldd make the items less attractive was not confirmed for the "Overeating", 
"Loww fat" and "Fruit" structuples. The inclusion of conditions into the items 
didd have an effect upon the attractiveness of the "Snacks" structuple, but this 
effectt was in the opposite direction. The mean was higher in the Nutrition 
Efficacyy Scale (with conditions) than in the Short Nutrition Scale (without 
conditions).. The inclusions of conditions made the "Snacks"-structuple more 
attractive,, rather than less attractive. 

Summarizing,, the confirmation of the implemented structure and the 
associationn of the test-scores and the structuple-scores with other efficacy 
measuress support the explicit construct representation. The empiricall  findings 
supportt the adequacy of the explicit construct representation of the level-scores 
off  the Nutrition Efficacy Scale more strongly than of the strength-scores. The 
necessityy of including impeding conditions into the items was not supported. 

ImplicitImplicit construct representation 

Thee path analysis of the test-scores showed that self-efficacy level predicted 
behaviorr (R2 = .36) rather well and also predicted intentions (R2 - .11, see 
Figuree 7.6). The strength of self-efficacy seemed to be irrelevant, because self-
efficacyy strength was not significantly associated with either intentions or 
behavior.. The use of the Short Nutrition Efficacy Scale yielded very similar 
parameterr estimates. Again self-efficacy level was significantly associated with 
intentionss and behavior, but self-efficacy strength was not (see Figure 7.6). 
Thee path model using the structuple-scores fitted well (Scaled x2(60, N = 215) = 
78.41,, p = 0.06; NFI = .94; NNFI = .96). The results demonstrate the relevancy of 
alll  four level-scores. Each level-score (see Figure 7.7) predicts the 
correspondingg behavior and intention. But of the four strength-scores, only the 
strength-scoree of "Overeating" was a significant predictor of the corresponding 
behavior. . 
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TABLEE 7.5 REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS 

Effect t 

Scale e 

Judgement t 

Behavior r 

Scalee * Judgement 

Scalee * Behavior 

Judgementt * Behavior 

Scalee * Judgement * Behavior r 

A„ „ 

0.98 8 

0.12 2 

0.55 5 

0.99 9 

0.84 4 

0.81 1 

0.97 7 

dfhyp dfhyp 

1 1 

1 1 

3 3 

1 1 

3 3 

3 3 

3 3 

" // error 

227 7 

227 7 

225 5 

227 7 

225 5 

225 5 

225 5 

F F 

3.78 8 

1677.366 ** 

60.977 -

1.77 7 

14.111 " 

17.099 " 

2.25 5 

Note.Note. *p<.05.**p<.01 

FIGUREE 7.5 INTERACTION EFFECTS BETWEEN SCALE AND BEHAVIOR-FACET AND BETWEEN JUDGEMENT-FACET 
ANDD BEHAVIOR-FACET 

Scalee * Behavior interact ion 

7.00-, , 
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6.00 0 
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5.00 0 
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Shortt Nutrition Scale 

^vv Nutrition Scale 

Snacks s 

Judgementt * Behavior interact ion 

9.00 0 

8.00 0 

7.000 -I 

6.00 0 

5.000 -I 

4.00 0 

3.00 0 

Strength-scores s 

Level-scores s 

Overeatingg Low fat Fruit t Snacks s 
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FIGUREE 7.6 PATH MODEL OF SELF-EFFICACY SCORES, INTENTION SCORE AND BEHAVIOR SCORE 

0.40*' ' 

(0.16*) ) 

/ / 

Efficacy y 

level l 

V V Efficacy y 
strength h 

0.31***  \ . 

(0.36**)) \ . 

0.055 ns ^ ^ 

Intention n 

R22 = 0.11 

(R22 = 0.15) 

0.53*' ' 

_ ^^ (0.42**) 

0.19" " 

(0.18**) ) 

6 6 

Behavior r 

R22 = 0.36 

(R22 = 0.29) 

-0.044 MS 

(0.088 ns) 

Note.Note. **  p< .01. *  p <.05. ns = non-significant. 
Nutritionn Efficacy Scale: parameters in bold typeface, Short Nutrition Scale: parameters 
betweenn brackets. 

FIGUREE 7.7 PATH MODEL OF STRUCTUPLE SCORES AND THE ITEM SCORES OF INTENTION AND BEHAVIOR 

Levell  "Overeating" 

Strengthh "Overeating" 

0.23 3 

"0.000 ns 

Intentionn "Overeating" 

(R22 = 0.05) 
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(R22 = 0.14) 

Levell  "Low fat" 

Strengthh "Low fat" 0.055 MS 
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Behavior r 

(R22 = 0.17) 

Levell  "Fruit" 

Strengthh "Fruit" 0.022 ns 

"Fruit" " 

Behavior r 

(R22 = 0.44) 

Levell  "Snacks" 

Strengthh "Snacks" 

4)33 3 

"0.055 ns 

Intentionn "Snacks" 

(R22 = 0.11) 

-0.022 MS 

"Snacks" " 

Behavior r 

(R22 = 0.16) 

Note.Note. **p<  .01. * p < .05. ns = non-significant 
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Too test whether the Nutrition Efficacy Scale had a better predictive 

relevancee than the other three efficacy scales, a stepwise regression was 

performed.. The forward regression analysis using the test-scores yielded a 

modell  in which behavior (R2 = .36) was only predicted by the level-scores of 

Nutritionn Efficacy Scale and of the Short Nutrition Scale, Scaled x2(7, N = 217) 

== 3.51, p = .83; NFI = 0.99; NNFI = 0.99. Intentions (R2 = .30) were predicted by 

bothh level-scores and by the self-efficacy scores from both the Healthy Eating 

Efficacyy Scale and the Weight Efficacy Scale. The regression model is depicted 

inn Figure 7.8. In this model intentions were not associated with behavior. This 

analysiss demonstrated that the Nutrition Efficacy Scale and the Short Nutrition 

Efficacyy Scale performed better than the Weight and Healthy Eating Efficacy 

Scaless in terms of predictive relevance for behavior. 

Thee separate path analyses with the self-efficacy scores from the Weight 

Efficacyy Scale and the Healthy Eating Efficacy Scale demonstrated that these 

scoress were less strongly related to behavior (respectively, y = .35, R2 = .24, 

and,, y = .24, R2 = .17) than the level-scores of the Nutrition Efficacy Scale. The 

Weightt Efficacy-scores were also less strongly related to intentions (y = .14, R2 = 

.02),.02), but the Healthy Eating Efficacy-scores (y = .46, R2 = .21) were more 

stronglyy related to intention than the level-score of the Nutrition Efficacy Scale. 

Concluding,, the empirical results support the implicit construct 

representationn of the test scores and structuple scores of the Nutrition Efficacy 

Scale.. Furthermore, the Nutrition Efficacy test-scores perform better than the 

test-scoress from the existing scales. The results do not support the implicit 

constructt representation of the strength-scores of either version. 

Method-relatedMethod-related irrelevant variance 

Thee strength-score of the Nutrition Efficacy Scale was significantly correlated 

withh the strength-score of the Control Scale (see Table 7.6). Similarly, the 

strength-scoree of the Short Nutrition Scale was significantly correlated with the 

strength-scoree of the Short Control Scale. Clearly, response tendencies occurred 

inn the strength-scores. The correlations of the strength-scores with the control 

scaless even exceed the correlations with the other Self-efficacy scales (in 

Appendixx G the complete MultiTrait-Multimethod Matrix is presented). 

Therefore,, the desideratum, formulated by Campbell and Fiske (1959), that a 

variablee correlates higher with an independent effort to measure the same trait 

thann with measures designed to get at different traits which happen to employ 

thee same method, was not met with the strength-scores. 
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FIGUREE 7.8 STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

Nutrition n 
strengthh score 

Shortt Nutrition 

strengthh score 

Nutrition n 
levell  score 

Shortt Nutrition 
levell  score 

Healthh Eating 

efficacyy score 

Weight t 
efficacyy score •0.30 0 

Behavior r 

R22 = 0.36 

Note.Note. Al l parameters p<. 01. 
Thee correlations between the efficacy scores are not depicted. 

TABLEE 7.6 CORRELATIONSS BETWEEN TEST-SCORES OF THE NUTRITION EFFICACY SCALES AND PLAUSIBLE 
SOURCESS OF IRRELEVANT VARIANCE 

Method-relatedd irrelevant variance 
Controll  Scale Level 

Strength h 
Shortt Control Scale Level 

Strength h 
Concept-relatedd irrelevant variance 

Impressionn Management 
Self-deception n 
Verball  Analogies 
Vocabulary y 

Nutrition n 
Level l 

-0.08 8 
0.08 8 
0.12 2 
0.12 2 

0.18* * 
0.19* * 
0.08 8 
0.16 6 

Strength h 

-0.06 6 
0.48** * 
0.01 1 
0.377 ** 

0.11 1 
0.09 9 
-0.04 4 
-0.02 2 

Shortt Nutrition 
Level l 

-0.10 0 
0.00 0 
0.12 2 

-0.02 2 

0.10 0 
0.08 8 
0.03 3 
0.17 7 

Strength h 

-0.03 3 
0.388 ** 
0.01 1 
0.22* * 

0.10 0 
-0.03 3 
0.00 0 
-0.05 5 

Note. Note. *p<.01.. *p<.05. 
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Thee restricted factor analysis showed that the Null Model in which the 

responsee tendency factor was only correlated with the level-factor and the 

strength-factorr did not fit significantly worse (see Table 7.4, model 3a), than the 

measurementt model without the potential violator. The strength-structuple of 

"Snacks""  had a modification index that exceeded the Adjusted Critical Value 

(seee Table 7.7). After removal of this structuple from the analyses (see Table 7.4, 

modell  3b), self-efficacy strength was still strongly (<|> - .44) related to response 

tendencies,, but none of the modification indices exceeded the Adjusted Critical 

Value.. This last finding indicates that strong response tendencies occurred in 

alll  four strength-structuples, but more strongly in the strength-structuple of 

"Snacks".. No evidence of method-related irrelevant variance in the level-scores 

wass found. 

Concept-relatedConcept-related irrelevant variance 

Accordingg to the guidelines the item wording should be kept as constant as 

possible.. This guideline was well met, because the items of the Nutrition 

Efficacyy Scale did not vary much in word order and contained very few unique 

wordss (see Table 7.9). The Nutrition Efficacy Scale had significantly less 

Uniquee Word Order and Unique Words and less variation in these wording 

characteristicss than the Healthy Eating Efficacy and the Weight Efficacy Scale. 

Thee Nutrition Efficacy Scale had also significant less Unique Word Order and 

lesss variation in Unique Words than the Short Nutrition Scale (see Table 7.8). 

AA further requisite was that the items should be short, of equal length and 

shouldd contain short words. The words in the Nutrition Efficacy Scale 

consistedd on average of 4 characters, which was significantly shorter than the 

wordss in the Healthy Eating Scale. The items of the Nutrition Efficacy Scale 

variedd less in length than the items of the Healthy Eating Scale, but the items 

weree rather long (on average 16 words). The Short Nutrition Scale and the 

Weightt Efficacy Scale had significantly shorter items (see Table 7.8). The 

wordingg characteristics of the four structuples hardly differed. The only 

differencee found was that the "Overeating"- and Low fat"-structuples 

containedd significantly shorter words than the "Fruit"-structuples/ t (18) = -

4.77,, p < .001 and t (18) = -3.19, p < .01, and Snacks"- structuples, t (18) = -6.37, p 

<<  .001 and t (18) = -4.84, p < .001. 

Nonee of the self-efficacy scores were significantly correlated with the two 

measuress of Verbal Abilit y (see Table 7.6). The complete MultiTrait-

MultiMethodd matrix is presented in Appendix G. The level-score of the 
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TABL EE 7.7 MODIFICATIO NN INDICE S (MI ) AND EXPECTED PARAMETE R CHANG E (EPQ FOR THE STRUCTUPLE-
SCORES S 

Control l 

Level l 

MII  EPC 

Control l 
Strength h 

MII  EPC 

Impressionn Self- Verbal Vocabulary 
Managementt deception Abilit y 

MII  EPC MI EPC MI EPC MI EPC 
Level l 

Overeating g 

Loww fat 
Fruit t 
Snacks s 

Strength h 
Overeating g 
Loww fat 
Fruit t 
Snacks s 

1.211 0.05 0.80 0.06 

0.911 -0.05 0.02 0.01 
0.188 -0.02 3.84 0.16 
0.100 0.02 6.63 -0.21 

0.011 0.00 1.04 0.08 
1.244 -0.04 1.72 -0.10 
0.111 -0.01 2.22 -0.11 
4.344 0.10 8.86 0.27 

ACC (1%) = 7.10 

0.466 -0.01 4.46 0.02 4.68 0.04 1.21 0.02 

0.222 -0.01 2.67 -0.02 0.67 -0.02 2.67 -0.03 

2.000 0.02 1.72 -0.01 0.16 -0.01 1.50 0.02 

0.155 0.01 0.79 0.01 0.77 -0.02 0.03 0.00 

0.044 0.00 0.75 -0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 

0.066 0.00 0.34 0.01 1.64 -0.02 0.71 0.01 

0.155 0.00 0.51 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.39 -0.01 

0.000 0.00 0.69 -0.01 2.06 0.03 0.02 0.00 

ACC (1%) = 9.30 

TABL EE 7.8 PAKWB E COMPARISON OF THE WORDING CHARACTERISTIC S OF THE FOUR EFFICACY SCALES 

Uniquee Word Order 
Shortt Nutrition 
Healthyy Eating 

Weight t 
Uniquee Words 

Shortt Nutrition 
Healthyy Eating 

Weight t 
Itemm length 

Shortt Nutrition 
Healthyy Eating 

Weight t 
WordWord length 

Shortt Nutrition 
Healthyy Eating 
Weight t 

Equalityy of variance 
Short t 

Nutritionn Nutrition 

F F 

3.53 3 
48.111 ** 
52.799 " 

54.43" " 
33.722 " 

108.244 " 

0.90 0 
21.677 ** 
1.80 0 

1.01 1 
1.35 5 

0.24 4 

F F 

2.97 7 
3.39 9 

1.15 5 
3.09 9 

5.51 1 
2.31 1 

0.03 3 
0.25 5 

Healthy Healthy 
Eating g 

F F 

3.59 9 

0.20 0 

7.28 8 

0.24 4 

Equalityy of means 

Nutrition n 

df df 

42 42 

23 3 
22 2 

3 3 
22 2 
19 9 

42 2 
27 7 

58 8 

42 2 
61 1 
58 8 

t t 

-5.766 " 
-10.199 " 

-6.699 *

-5.69 9 
-6.99" " 
-6.90" " 

7.00" " 

1.03 3 
6.766 " 

-0.06 6 
-5.588 " 
0.01 1 

Short t 
Nutrition n 

dfdf t 

255 -2.84* 

222 -0.74 

255 -0.83 
222 -0.16 

255 -2.71 
222 -2.38 

255 -2.22 
222 0.05 

Healthy y 
Eating g 

dfdf t 

411 4.75 " 

411 1.37 

366 2.80* 

411 4.23 " 
Note.Note. **p< .001. *p< .01. 
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TABLEE 7.9 WORDINGG CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FOUR EFFICACY SCALES AND THE STRUCTUFLES 

Efficacyy scale 
Nutrition n 
Shortt Nutrition 

Healthyy Eating 

Weight t 

Scruptuple e 
Overeating g 
Loww fat 
Fruit t 
Snacks s 

N, , 

40 0 
4 4 

23 3 

20 0 

10 0 
10 0 

10 0 

10 0 

Item m 
Wordingg characteristics 

length h 

M M 

16.68 8 

9.75 5 

15.70 0 

12.75 5 

16.90 0 

15.90 0 

18.10 0 
15.80 0 

SD SD 

1.94 4 

0.96 6 

4.30 0 

2.45 5 

1.66 6 

1.66 6 

2.23 3 

1.40 0 

Word d 

length h 

M M 

4.09 9 

4.10 0 
4.79 9 

4.09 9 

3.70 0 

3.88 8 
4.27 7 

4.51 1 

SD SD 

0.42 2 

0.58 8 
0.57 7 

0.51 1 

0.28 8 

0.30 0 

0.25 5 
0.28 8 

Unique e 

words s 

M M 

0.03 3 
2.75 5 

3.87 7 

2.90 0 

1.70 0 

1.90 0 

110 0 

2.00 0 

SD D 

0.16 6 

0.96 6 

2.63 3 
1.86 6 

1.25 5 
1.29 9 

1.66 6 
1.41 1 

Uniq q ue e 
wordd ordering 

M M 

0.28 8 
3.25 5 

9.43 3 

4.25 5 

3.00 0 

3.00 0 

3.20 0 

2.90 0 

SD SD 

0.93 3 

1.50 0 

4.25 5 
2.57 7 

2.49 9 

2.49 9 

3.05 5 
2.23 3 

Nutritionn Efficacy Scale had a small, but significant association with 
Impressionn Management (r = .18) and Self-Deception (r = .19). The Weight 
Efficacyy score was also significantly associated with Self-Deception (r = .19). To 
testtest whether the structuples were biased, the potential violators were included 
inn the measurement model (see Table 7.4, model 4). None of the structuple-
scoress had a modification index that was larger than the Adjusted Critical 
Valuee (see Table 77). In other words, the model fit would not improve, when 
onee of the structuples would be allowed to load on one of the violator factors. 
Thiss finding means that none of the structuple-scores functioned differently 
withh respect to Verbal Ability , Self-deception or Impression Management. 

EVALUATIO N N 

Thee last step of the Deductive Design is evaluating whether the rationales 
andd the empirical evidence support the test score interpretation, that the whole 
off  the construct is represented and nothing else. The evaluation should focus at 
threee characteristics of the rationales and of the empirical evidence. First of all, 
thee ambit of support has to be evaluated. The rationales and evidence can 
supportt the test score interpretation completely, or only partially. Partial 
supportt occurs, for example, when both rationales and empirical evidence 
supportt the explicit construct representation, but do not exclude plausible 
method-relatedd irrelevant variance. 
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Second,, we have to evaluate how strongly these two arguments (rationales 
andd empirical evidence) support the interpretation. When very specific or 
restrictivee models and hypotheses are formulated on the basis of the 
underlyingg theory and these hypotheses or models are empirically confirmed, 
thee support for the interpretation is strong. If many assumptions or relatively 
arbitraryy choices were made, the support will be rather weak. The stronger the 
linkss between rationales and evidence, the stronger the support can be. Third, 
wee have to evaluate whether the rationales and empirical evidence limit the 
extentt to which the test-score interpretation can be generalized. 

Eachh of the four issues, addressed throughout the presentation of rationales 
andd empirical evidence, will be, first, summarized shortly and then discussed. 

Summary Summary 

Explicitt construct representation 
Thee construct of self-efficacy was defined and this definition was narrowed 

downn to fit  our research question. Consistent with Bandura's directions, this 
definitionn was translated into a general item wording. On the basis of literature 
review,review, we selected 10 conditions under which the 4 actions can occur for the 
items.. In order to follow the definition as closely as possible, a polytomous 
responsee scale for level was used, rather than the usual dichotomous response 
scale.. In the modeling phase, the average sum scores were used as an 
assessmentt of the level and strength of self-efficacy. The implemented 
theoreticall  structure was confirmed empirically. Furthermore, the association 
off  the two test-scores with other measures of self-efficacy support the 
interpretationss of the level scores, and to a lesser extent the interpretation of 
thee strength-scores. The hypothesis that the inclusion of conditions into the 
itemss would make the items less attractive was not confirmed. 

Implicitt construct representation 
Ann implicit construct definition was formulated, in which intentions and 

behaviorr defined self-efficacy. This definition was used to set boundaries for 
thee item wording in the phase of translation. Next, the implicit construct 
definitionn was represented in a path model. In this model the assumption was 
made,, that the constructs and behavior were linearly related. The empirical 
evidencee supported the implicit construct representation of efficacy level, but 
nott the implicit construct representation of strength. The strength-scores of 
self-efficacyy seemed irrelevant for the prediction of behavior and intentions. In 
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termss of the implicit construct representation the level-scores of the Nutrition 

Efficacyy Scale outperformed the other two existing self-efficacy scales. Both the 

rationaless and the empirical evidence, therefore, strongly support the implicit 

constructt representation of self-efficacy level. However, the empirical evidence 

doess not support the implicit construct representation of self-efficacy strength. 

Method-relatedd irrelevant variance 

Thee purpose of this study was to develop a self-efficacy scale for healthy 

eatingg behavior of young adults. A written questionnaire was used as 

measurementt method. This method has the advantage of a high level of 

anonymityy and the absence of interviewer effects. In order to prevent too much 

variancee in item wording between subsequent items, all items concerning one 

behaviorr were presented after one another. 

Thee influence of the measurement method upon the test scores was 

empiricallyy tested. The self-efficacy scores were compared with scores obtained 

withh a similar measurement instrument assessing another trait. The empirical 

evidencee showed strong response tendencies occurred in the strength-

responses,, but not in the level responses. Furthermore, we cannot exclude 

influencess of the sampling method upon the test scores, because the scale was 

administeredd only in a sample of psychology students and drop-out occurred. 

Concept-relatedd irrelevant variance 

Self-efficacyy was measured by presenting subjects statements requiring a 

typicall  response. Verbal skills were required for response generation. 

Furthermore,, self-deception and impression management could influence the 

responses.. In order to prevent these anticipated constructs to influence the test 

score,, four guidelines for item wording were formulated. The item wording 

characteristicss of the Nutrition Scale were good, especially in comparison with 

thee Healthy Eating Efficacy Scale. The only disadvantage was that the items 

weree rather long. The scores were not correlated with verbal skills, but the 

level-scoress were weakly correlated with self-deception and impression 

management. . 

Discussion Discussion 

Thee interpretation, that the level-scores implicitly and explicitly represent 

self-efficacyy level was well supported by theoretical rationales and empirical 

evidence.. The generality of the test-score interpretation is limited to the four 

selectedd actions and the particular sample. Therefore, replication studies are 
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requiredd to establish whether the test-score interpretation extends to other 
nutritionall  actions and whether the interpretation is valid for the population of 
youngg adults. Furthermore, both rationales and empirical evidence support 
thatt the particular method and verbal skills do not influence the level scores. 

Onee demand was not met, though. The items were rather long, although 
theyy should have been short in order to prevent irrelevant variance due to self-
deceptionn or impression management. Indeed, a weak association between self-
efficacyy level and self-deception and impression management was found. The 
weakk association of the level-scores with self-deception and impressions 
managementt might have been caused by the long items. But not all results 
supportt this hypothesis. 

Suchh associations did not occur with the Healthy Eating Scale, which had 
equallyy long items, on the other hand they did occur with the shorter Weight 
Efficacyy Scale. Generally, self-deception is viewed as a response bias, but it can 
alsoo be viewed as an adaptive and protective judgement heuristic (Metcalfe, 
1998).. This view implies that the association with self-deception might be a 
characteristicc of self-efficacy beliefs rather than a response bias. The finding 
thatt the latent self-efficacy factor was associated with self-deception, but no 
additionall  bias occurred at the level of structuple-scores gives some support to 
thiss view. 

Thee results concerning the Short Nutrition Scale, on the other hand, do 
supportt the hypothesis that the associations with self-deception and 
impressionn management were caused by the long items. Such associations were 
nott found with the Short Nutrition Scale, which had much shorter items, 
becausee no impeding conditions were mentioned. Indeed, the necessity of 
mentioningg situational conditions, under which the behaviors have to be 
performed,, requires more research. The situational conditions did not have the 
anticipatedd impact on the item attractiveness. 

Anotherr set of conditions might yield results consistent with Bandura's 
theoreticall  formulations, because the selection of the particular conditions was 
nott strictly theory-driven, but based upon common practice in designing self-
efficacyy scales. On the other hand, the mention of impeding conditions might 
nott be necessary at all, when dealing with nutritional behaviors. Although 
Banduraa is of the opinion that decontextualized items obscure what is being 
measuredd and create problems of predictive relevance, this opinion is not 
supportedd by our research. The level-score of the Short Nutrition Efficacy 
Scale,, which consists of such decontextualized items, clearly had predictive 
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relevancee and performs as well as the Nutrition Efficacy Scale in terms of the 
explicitt construct representation. 

Althoughh the explicit construct representation, the implicit construct 
representation,, and the exclusions of irrelevant variance due to the method and 
verball  skills strongly support the interpretation of the level-scores, the same 
doess not hold for the strength-scores. Some support for the interpretation of 
thee strength-score was found. The absence of concept-related irrelevant 
variancee was confirmed and the explicit construct representation also gives 
somee support to the interpretation of the strength-score. The strength-score 
wass positively related with the other self-efficacy measures and one factor 
underliess the strength-scores. In contrast, the empirical evidence did not 
supportt the implicit construct representation and also revealed strong method-
relatedd irrelevant variance. 

Duringg test-development several assumptions and choices were made, that 
mightt have caused this lack of validity. All relationships were assumed to be 
linear,, although Bandura (1997, p. 43) pointed out that strength of perceived 
self-efficacyy is not necessarily linearly related to choice behavior. Furthermore, 
aa sum score model for self-efficacy strength was used, as most studies do, but 
otherr choices could have been made. Lee and Bobko (1994) compared the 
performancee of different measurement models for self-efficacy. They compared 
thee sum scores of level and strength with, what they call a composite measure. 
Thee composite measure was defined as the sum of the certainty responses for 
whichh the level-response was "yes". The composite measure had slightly 
higherr correlations with goals and outcome variables, than the level-score or 
thee strength-score alone. But Lee and Bobko did not determine whether the 
usee of single composite score yields better results than the use of both a level-
scoree and a strength-score. Furthermore, several problems are associated with 
thee analysis of such composite scores (Evans, 1991; Mellenbergh, Molendijk, De 
Haan,, & Ter Horst, 1990). 

Givenn the evidence for strong response tendencies, the most likely cause for 
lackk of validity are the response scales. Each statement had to be judged twice, 
usingg two polytomous response scales, which is a rather difficult task. The 
inabilityy of respondents to perform that dual judgement task might in fact be 
thee latent factor underlying the strength-scores. 

Too conclude, the interpretation of the level-score as representing self-
efficacyy level is strongly supported and, hence, trustworthy. But the 
interpretationn of the strength-score as reflecting self-efficacy strength is invalid. 
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CONCLUSION N 

AA short overview of validation studies revealed several shortcomings in the 
validationn procedures, generally employed. The rationales, underlying the test 
scoree interpretation, usually concerned the explicit construct definition only, 
butt not the implicit construct definition. In contrast, the evidence focused at the 
implicitt construct definition, and more specifically at the predictive relevance 
off  the test score. The issue of irrelevant variance was ignored in both rationales 
andd empirical evidence. 

Thee aim of the present study was to employ a construct validation 
procedure,, in which such shortcomings were prevented. Therefore the 
Deductivee Design was used as a framework for validation. The Deductive 
Designn requires that both issues of construct validity (construct representation 
andd irrelevant variance) are addressed from the outset of test-development and 
thatt both rationales and empirical evidence can support the test score 
interpretation.. The valuee of the Deductive Design validation procedure can be 
illustratedd by discussing what would have happened if we had not employed 
thatt procedure. 

Ass already noted, usually the concern of irrelevant variance is ignored in 
validationn studies. Had only the construct representation been addressed in the 
presentt study, the interpretation of the strength score would have been 
consideredd quite valid. The association with the other self-efficacy scales and 
thee confirmation of the structure support the test-score interpretation. In the 
lightt of that support, lack of support for the implicit construct representation 
wouldd not have seemed too serious a threat. Especially, since the Social 
Cognitivee Theory gives an explanation for such a finding: perceived self-
efficacyy is not necessarily linearly related to choice behavior. Furthermore, if 
thee other proposed measurement model for self-efficacy strength had been 
usedd (irrespective of the methodological problems associated with this 
measure),, no problems would have arisen with the implicit construct 
representation.. The other measure for self-efficacy strength is the sum of the 
productt of each strength- and level-score (see p. 90-90) and is therefore, in fact, 
aa combined measure. As the level-score was associated with behavior and 
intention,, the combined measure would also have been associated with 
behaviorr and intention. 

Thee interpretation of the strength-score would also have been considered 
quitee valid, had we used the validation procedure proposed by Campbell and 
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Fiskee (1959). They suggest a sequential validation procedure. Before testing the 

relationshipss between traits, a multitrait-multimethod comparison should give 

somee confidence in one's measures of a trait. In the multitrait-multimethod 

proceduree the correlation between measures having the trait in common and 

measuress having the method, but not the trait, in common are compared 

(eitherr using observed scores or latent factor scores). Thus, first the explicit 

constructt representation and the concept-related4 irrelevant variance are 

addressed.. If these results are satisfactory, one turns to the implicit construct 

representationn (the relationships between traits). Both the explicit construct 

representationn and the absence of concept-related variance support validity. 

Givenn this initial support for validity, the subsequent failure to confirm the 

relationshipss with other traits would not have resulted in the conclusion that 

ourr test score interpretation is invalid. Once again, the possibility of 

formulatingg a theoretical explanation for the failure (non-linear relationships) 

wouldd encourage us even more not to question the validity. 

Chancess are that, had we used a sequential procedure, we would never 

havee raised the question of method-related irrelevant variance. And it is the 

evidencee for response tendencies that throws doubt on validity and that places 

thee other results in a different light. In the light of that evidence, the failure to 

confirmm the implicit construct representation becomes a significant indication 

off  invalidity. Furthermore, the high correlation between the strength-score and 

thee score for response tendencies prompts us to consider the correlation 

betweenn the strength-score and other efficacy scores as only moderate. 

Ourr resistance to concluding that our measures are invalid and our 

inclinationn to search rather for theoretical explanations makes it important to 

addresss all four issues simultaneously and a priori. A theory-driven approach 

providess us with the rationales for a test score interpretation. Obviously, the 

trustworthinesss of a test-score interpretation increases when both rationales 

andd empirical evidence support that interpretation. Furthermore, a theory-

44 The multitrait comparison is less restrictive than the establishment of absence of concept-
relatedd irrelevant variance. The multitrait comparison demands only that the other traits be 
intendedd to differ. In contrast, the Deductive Design demands that the other traits form a threat 
too validity, given the specific task for measuring the trait of interest. 
Ann example of a multitrait comparison that cannot be used to establish absence of concept-
relatedd irrelevant variance is a study of Embretson (1994). Embretson developed a test for 
spatiall  ability. Spatial ability is intended to differ from verbal ability. Therefore, as a multitrait 
comparison,, the scores of the spatial ability test were compared with scores of a verbal ability 
test.. However, the selected task for measuring spatial ability was non-verbal and, hence, verbal 
abilityy did not constitute a threat to validity. 
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drivenn approach forces us to inspect the underlying psychological theory very 
closelyy and might reveal where is room for improvement. But the a priori 
approachh should not be limited to the construct representation. The fact, that it 
iss relatively easy to come up with theoretical explanations for unexpected 
results,, makes the a priori approach to irrelevant variance valuable and even 
necessary. . 

Again,, the results concerning method-related irrelevant variance can serve 
ass an example. The Social Cognitive Theory provides an (a posteriori) 
explanationn for the correlation between the strength-scores and the scores of, 
whatt we have labeled as, response tendencies. We could have used another 
labell  for these scores, that is "sleeping self-efficacy". According to the Social 
Cognitivee Theory, efficacy beliefs can generalize to other behavioral domains, 
andd consequently, we might have concluded that the strength of nutritional 
efficacyy generalizes to sleeping self-efficacy. 

However,, generalization across behavioral domains can occur when the 
behaviorss have something in common. Therefore, a behavior was selected that 
wass not correlated with the nutritional behaviors. The a priori approach 
enabledd us to exclude the theoretical explanation that nutritional efficacy 
generalizedd to sleeping efficacy. The simultaneous approach strengthens the 
conclusionn that, in fact, we are dealing with response tendencies. None of the 
otherr nutritional efficacy measures were correlated with "sleeping efficacy" 
andd the strength-score was more strongly correlated with "sleeping efficacy" 
thann with the other nutritional efficacy measures. The a priori approach to all 
fourr concerns of construct validity enables us to determine the most likely 
causee of empirical results that do not match expectations. 

Too conclude, a construct validation procedure, as proposed in the 
Deductivee Design, can give strong support to the trustworthiness of a test score 
interpretationn and dictates future lines of validation research. More 
importantly,, such a validation procedure enables us to reach the conclusion of 
invalidityinvalidity and steers us away from the temptation to formulate alterations to the 
underlyingg psychological theory. The results of our study clearly demonstrate 
thee potential value of the Deductive Design, in which the four issues of 
constructt validity are addressed simultaneously from the outset of test-
development. . 
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